We predict a magneto-optical Kerr rotation from a magnetized surface in the transverse geometry at normal incidence which is linear in the surface magnetization and is forbidden in the bulk. This surface-induced transverse magneto-optical Kerr effect ͑SITMOKE͒ is found to vanish at most bulk-terminated low-index faces of cubic media but is allowed at lower-symmetry planes so that SITMOKE is therefore suitable to study the magnetism of vicinal and reconstructed surfaces. The existence of SITMOKE is demonstrated by detection of an analogous strain-induced effect in a magnetic garnet film with a ͑210͒ crystallographic orientation.
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which are now widely used in surface science.
In magnetic systems the time-reversal symmetry breaking leads to the magneto-optical Kerr effect ͑MOKE͒, which has been widely explored as a relatively simple and in many respects universal tool in magnetism. 4, 5 Because of its sensitivity down to a submonolayer, MOKE is perfectly suitable to analyze ultrathin magnetic films. However, the effective probing depth is of the order of several hundred Å even in the case of metals, so that MOKE is not directly sensitive to the surface structure and morphology of semiinfinite magnetic media. In recent years, nonlinear magneto-optics, which is a consequence of the simultaneous breaking of space-and time-reversal symmetry, is rapidly developing into a suitable probe for the magnetism at surfaces and buried interfaces as it combines very high surface/interface sensitivity with large magneto-optical effects. 6 In this paper we demonstrate that the symmetry breaking at the surface of a magnetic material also has important consequences for the linear magneto-optical response and that linear magneto-optics can be much more surface sensitive than is usually thought. A configuration is proposed in which the ordinary bulk MOKE vanishes but a surface-induced transverse magneto-optical Kerr effect ͑SITMOKE͒ appears. Similar to nonlinear optics, SITMOKE arises from an interplay between the spatial and time-reversal symmetry breaking. On the other hand, it does not require pulsed laser sources since the optical response is linear. SITMOKE is found to vanish at most bulk-terminated low-index faces of cubic crystals but is allowed at lower-symmetry planes where it shows a very distinct anisotropy. It may therefore be especially suitable to study the magnetic properties of vicinal surfaces and different surface reconstructions. Theoretical estimates indicate a detectable strength and a monolayer sensitivity for SITMOKE. The existence of this effect is experimentally demonstrated by an analogous strain-induced effect from a ͑210͒ magnetic garnet film. In that way, the effective ''surface'' layer thickness becomes equal to the film thickness. This enhances the signal considerably and leads to a straightforward observation of the proposed effect.
The optical response of the bulk is usually described by its dielectric constant ⑀ J, which connects the displacement Dϭ ⑀ J•E with the macroscopic optical field E. Magnetooptical effects arise due to the dependence of ⑀ J on the medium magnetization M that can be expanded up to the linear term as
For cubic bulk media ⑀ J (0) and f J reduce to scalars ⑀ 0 and f 0 so that the displacement can be written in the vector form
Therefore, within the approximation of Eq. ͑1͒, the magnetooptical interactions in a cubic bulk medium are isotropic, i.e., do not depend on the orientation of the light polarization E and the magnetization M relative to the crystallographic axes. Another important well-known consequence of Eq. ͑2͒ is that the magneto-optical Faraday and Kerr effects vanish when light propagates along a direction normal to M since the last term in Eq. ͑2͒ either vanishes for EʈM or induces a nonradiative polarization along the light propagation direction for EЌM. Thus, the transverse experimental geometry in combination with normal incidence provides the best elimination of the ordinary bulk MOKE response. We thus consider light incident along the normal z axis on a cubic semiinfinite medium magnetized along the in-plane x axis: MϭxM x . The reflection of light can be described by a 2ϫ2 reflection matrix R J that connects the reflected optical field E R ϭϪR J •E I to the incident field E I ͑both can be polarized along x or y). If the surface-induced effects are neglected, the light reflection is described by Fresnel optics, which assumes a sharp interface. The reflection matrix R J is then diagonal. At a real surface, however, surface-induced effects provide corrections to the Fresnel optics. The usual way to treat these effects is to split the induced polarization P(r)ϵP(z) into its ͑steplike͒ bulk P B (z) and surface P S (z) parts. Since the thickness d S of the surface region ͑where P S is nonzero͒ is much smaller than the light wavelength , the surface-induced effect is mainly determined by the total surface polarization 
where n is the refraction index of the bulk. Although most of the coming results are valid for crystals of all five cubic symmetry classes, from here on we restrict our consideration to the O h class. As an example, we consider a surface with a crystallographic structure ͑without taking the magnetic order into account͒ that has one mirror symmetry plane yЈϭ0. Here yЈ is the crystallographic direction parallel to the surface which makes an angle with respect to the laboratory axis y. Bulk-terminated (mn0) and (mnn) faces of O h cubic crystals have such symmetry, where m n. The present treatment can also be easily extended for surfaces with no symmetry elements. In analogy to Eq. ͑1͒, we can write
where M S is the magnetization of the region where P S 0. Applying the surface symmetry one can find the independent elements X x Ј x Ј ϭX 0 ϩ⌬X, X y Ј y Ј ϭX 0 Ϫ⌬X, and F x Ј y Ј x Ј ϭϪF y Ј x Ј x Ј ϭF 0 of the relevant tensors in the twodimensional crystallographic coordinate system (xЈ,yЈ), where xЈϭŷЈϫẑ. All other elements of the two-dimensional tensors X J and F J vanish. Returning back to the laboratory frame (x,y), one finds
͑5͒
The second term on the right-hand side of Eq. ͑5͒ contains nonvanishing off-diagonal elements and is responsible for the surface-induced ͑nonmagnetic͒ reflection anisotropy. 2 The last term gives rise to the surface-induced transverse magneto-optical Kerr effect ͑SITMOKE͒ that is linear in the surface magnetization M x S . Note that the SITMOKE signal should display a unique azimuthal dependence ϰcos for all surfaces of cubic media that have one mirror plane. This function has onefold rotation symmetry and SITMOKE thus vanishes for the bulk-terminated low-index ͑100͒, ͑110͒, and ͑111͒ faces of O h cubic crystals that all possess n-fold rotation symmetry, where nϾ1.
The physical origin of SITMOKE can be illustrated as follows. As an example, we consider a low-symmetry ͑210͒ face of a simple-cubic crystal ͑Fig. 1͒ and assume that the main contribution to the optical response arises due to the light-induced polarization of bonds between nearestneighbor atoms ͑polarizable bond model 8 
͒. The incident optical field E
I and the magnetization M are taken to be along the in-plane direction xϭ͓1 20͔, which corresponds to ϭ0 in Eq. ͑5͒. To couple the electron spin with its lightinduced movement, the electron must possess a nonvanishing component of its velocity along a direction normal to M. Since the bond is anisotropic, it is not necessarily polarized along the optical field. Thus, in a given bond i a finite normal component of the bond dipole moment d z (i) can be ͑non-magnetically͒ induced by the optical field. In turn, the magneto-optical interactions ͑spin-orbit coupling͒ rotate the induced moment d z (i), giving rise to a finite response d y (i) in the y direction ͑orthogonal to the page in Fig. 1͒ . In the bulk, however, the bond polarizations d y (1Ј) and d y (2Ј) induced in two networks (1Ј and 2Ј) of bonds can be seen to cancel each other so that the macroscopic polarization of the bulk P y vanishes in accordance with Eq. ͑2͒. The situation drastically changes at the surface. For example, the local optical field at the position of the surface bond 1 can be different from that at the position of the bond 2. This asymmetry of the local field leads to a net magnetooptical response d y (1)ϩd y (2) 0 in the y direction induced in the bond pair ͑1,2͒. Similarly, a nonvanishing response is found in other near-surface bond pairs: ͑3,4͒, etc. Therefore, the off-diagonal element yx S (M S ) is induced at the surface due to magneto-optical interactions. Going from the surface further into the bulk the local fields approach their bulk values and the sum d y (i)ϩd y (iϩ1) vanishes at distances of the order of several lattice constants. Our preliminary estimates 9 show that the local field effect alone can yield a SITMOKE response that is comparable to the strength of ordinary polar MOKE from a monolayer of the same magnetic material.
The local field effect is not a unique source of SITMOKE. For example, the electronic states forming the surface bonds are not the same as those forming the bulk bonds because of their different environment. The ͑nonmagnetic͒ polarizability of the surface bond i can then differ from that of the bond iϩ1, leading to an additional asymmetry of the y components of the bond dipole moments d y (i) and Ϫd y (iϩ1). This effect can be significantly enhanced if a surface relaxation takes place ͑not shown in Fig. 1͒ . For example, a slight displacement of the step atom from its bulk-terminated position results in different lengths of the bonds 1 and 2 and, thus, in a stronger difference between the bond polarizabilities. The strength of the magnetic interactions in nearsurface bonds can also be altered, for instance because of the enhanced or reduced magnetic moments ͉(i)͉ associated with the ith bond at the surface. Moreover, the direction of (i) can deviate from the direction of (iЈ) for a similar bond in the bulk. In addition, for the structure shown in Fig.  1 there are three dangling bonds per surface unit cell ͑not shown͒, which can contribute to SITMOKE especially when the light resonantly excites surface states associated with the dangling bonds. All the effects mentioned above are only possible in a narrow vicinity of the surface and, therefore, SITMOKE should be sensitive to the surface magnetization.
It is worth noting that the assumption of the anisotropy of the bond polarizabilities, which is used above, is not necessary in order to obtain a finite SITMOKE response. Numerical estimates of the optical response of spherically symmetric atoms in the structure displayed in Fig. 1 show that the asymmetric arrangement of nearest atoms causes the local field at the position of a surface atom to possess a finite ͑nonmagnetically induced͒ normal z component. In turn, this field induces a response that is coupled to the magnetization and leads to SITMOKE with an intensity of order 10-20 % of the intensity of the polar MOKE from a monolayer-thick magnetic film. 9 To explore the surface sensitivity of SITMOKE one needs a sensitive detection system, similar to that used in Ref. 5 and a proper UHV system suitable for normal-incidence MOKE measurements. However, the existence of such a transverse effect can be more easily demonstrated by a much simpler experiment. As a ''model'' of the magnetized surface we take a ͑210͒-oriented magnetic garnet film, epitaxially grown on a nonmagnetic garnet substrate. It was found 10, 11 that the structure of such a film is slightly distorted by the growth-induced strain along the film normal, while the in-plane symmetry coincides with that of the substrate surface. Due to this distortion, a strain-induced response, analogous to SITMOKE, comes from the whole magnetic film ͑with a thickness of 10 m), if measured in transmission. Note that for an actual SITMOKE experiment on a real surface the Kerr ͑reflection͒ configuration should provide better elimination of the bulk contributions and it therefore should be more suitable than the Faraday geometry used here.
The sample was placed between the poles of a magnet. The incoming light with ϭ632.8 nm from a He-Ne laser was polarized at 45°with respect to the direction x of the magnetic field and passed a photoelastic modulator that provided a time-dependent phase shift ␦(t)ϭ(/2)sin(⍀t) between the x and y components. The light beam was then transmitted through the sample and the modulation amplitude ␦I ⍀ T (H x ) at frequency ⍀ of the x-polarized transmitted light intensity I x T ͑that probes the ellipticity͒ was recorded using a lock-in detection technique. 12 The ''SITMOKE'' signal is defined as
where H x sat is the saturation field along the x direction. The experimental data ͑Fig. 2͒ closely follow the cos azimuthal dependence at temperatures Tտ60°C while at lower T the data can be better fitted by the function A cos ϩB cos 3 , where A and B are temperature-dependent constants.
To understand the origin of the additional contribution to the measured magneto-optical rotation one has to include effects that are neglected above but can be present in unstrained cubic bulk media. In particular, further terms in the expansion ⑀(M), Eq. ͑1͒, could become important yielding a bulk contribution to the nonreciprocal Kerr effect in the transverse configuration that is of third order in M x . 13, 14 The azimuthal dependence of this bulk contribution is however distinctly different from the cos dependence that is characteristic for SITMOKE. For instance, for the ͑210͒ surface of cubic crystals the bulk contributions can be shown 14 to yield a ⌽ (210) bulk ()ϭcos 3 pattern. Also, the fourth-order cubic anisotropy can lead to a deviation of the direction of the bulk magnetization M from the direction of the external field H and thus to an ordinary MOKE response. This contribution can be shown to be proportional to M 4 /H at large H and to follow for the ͑210͒ face the same ⌽ (210) bulk ϭcos 3 azimuthal variation as the higher-order contribution to the ⑀(M) dependence discussed above. The increase of the light ellipticity at smaller H ͑that can be seen in the inset in Fig. 2͒ is related to the latter effect so that the SITMOKE signal must be defined as shown in Eq. ͑6͒.
Thus, all the bulk contributions to the transverse magnetooptical effect should display the same azimuthal variation ⌽ bulk (), which is distinctly different from the cos dependence of the surface-induced response. In addition, the surface-induced and bulk effects should display distinctly different temperature dependences because of their different dependence on M. Figure 3 shows the temperature dependence of the amplitudes A(T) and B(T) obtained from the fits of the data I(,T) to the function A(T) cos ϩB(T)cos 3 . The measured A(T) dependence closely follows a (TϪT c ) 1/2 function, which is as expected since the strain-induced effect, analogous to SITMOKE, is linear in the magnetization. On the other hand, the amplitude B(T) of the higher-order bulk contributions should decay as M n (T) with nу3 when the temperature T is increased. The experimental result for the B(T) dependence is in agreement with this prediction ͑Fig. 3͒.
In summary, we propose a new linear magneto-optical configuration that can be used to observe a surface-induced transverse magneto-optical Kerr effect ͑SITMOKE͒. Possible physical mechanisms of SITMOKE are discussed. We argue that the sources contributing to this magneto-optical response are localized in a narrow near-surface region so that SITMOKE should be sensitive to the surface magnetization and can be applied to probe the magnetism of low-symmetry surfaces and interfaces such as vicinal or reconstructed surfaces. A theretical estimate 9 shows the SITMOKE effect to be of a comparable strength as that of the polar Kerr effect of a magnetic monolayer, nowadays easily detectable. 5 The existence of the proposed effect is demonstrated in a model experiment using a strained ͑210͒ garnet film that is characterized by the symmetry of the bulk-terminated ͑210͒ face of a cubic crystal. The higher-order bulk contributions could be distinguished from the SITMOKE signal by their different azimuthal and temperature dependences. It should be stressed that using a bulk garnet film for demonstration does not alter anything to the conclusion that SITMOKE is an intrinsically surface sensitive magneto-optical probe.
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